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People often say I have visited to paradise on earth. I used to wonder how is it possible as heaven
is the home of almighty, but my queries we solved when I visited to Kerala also called the Godâ€™s
Own Country. The celestial beauty of Kerala is truly worth experiencing as it is found nowhere else
in the world.

Endowed with the sheer charm and beauty of the nature, the state of Kerala is amazingly gifted by
the nature and has so many exciting and alluring sightseeing spots that make the tours more
delightful and memorable. Kerala is blessed with heavenly natural beauty and is home to some of
the finest and alluring tourism attractions and sightseeing spots that makes the tour really
fascinating and worth appreciating.

Visit to any part of Kerala and you will find it truly alluring and fascinating. It is home to some of the
finest attractions and has good number of tourism destinations that makes the tour or holiday really
exciting and delightful. Some of the exciting and alluring attractions that are worth to visit and
explore during tour to Kerala are Wayanad, Idduki, Wagamon, Devikulam, Periyar, Kumarakom,
Kasargod, Cochin, etc.

Kerala has many other natural wonderment and all are blessed with enigmatic sightseeing spots
and tourism attractions. Vagamon is excitingly blessed by the nature. It is one of the beautiful hill
stations in Kerala that is blessed with refreshing natural beauty and scintillating sightseeing spots
that makes the tour more enjoyable and delightful. Some of the exciting and alluring attractions that
are worth to visit during Vagamon are Vagamon Kurisumala, Muruganmala, Thangal Para,
Kurisumala Ashram, Pine Forests, Green Meadows, Wild Orchards, etc. These wonderful
attractions entice thousands and hundreds of tourists from all over the world and offer wonderful
opportunity to enjoy ultimate holidays with immense pleasure and delights.

Munnar is also worth visiting hill station as it is also an important part of Kerala Tourism. On your
Kerala tour you cannot miss out to visit some of the alluring sightseeing spots which resemble the
true beauty of the hill station in the eye of the tourists. Here tourists can enjoy ultimate holidays and
take back home incredible memories to relish in forever and ever.

Kumarakom is also one of the most sought after destination that is visited by thousands and
hundreds of tourists from all over the world. It is the land gifted with outstanding natural beauty and
has scores of touristâ€™s places including the Kumarakom bird sanctuary and the backwater. Here
tourists can enjoy ultimate holidays as well as savour outstanding tours and holidays with immense
pleasure and delight.

Kerala is the land of scenic wonderments and no wonder travel to any part of this state, you are
sure to get spell bound with the charm and beauty. Adding more to the glory are the Kerala festivals
which are celebrated throughout the region. So come and explore the glory of the nature and
witness the celestial beauty of the paradise on earth with immense pleasure, delight and joy.
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